
 

 

 

 

 

Munchkins in Motion Weekly Activities 

April 2020 
Hello all!Hello all!Hello all!Hello all! We hope you are continuing to (safely) practice some gymnastics 

skills and stretching at home but most importantly, you are staying safe 
and healthy! Below, is an activity calendar for the week that you can follow 

along with each day. Some days you can do gymnastics skills, but other 
days are things that YOU could do to help one another or put a smile on 

someone’s face . 
 

Quote of the Week! 
“Hard days are the best because that’s when CHAMPIONS are made. – 

Gabby Douglas 
 

We can get through this togethertogethertogethertogether! 

12 
Happy Easter! Happy Easter! Happy Easter! Happy Easter!     
    

13 
Do Do Do Do 20202020    
jumping jumping jumping jumping 
jacks, just jacks, just jacks, just jacks, just 
like the like the like the like the 
Easter Easter Easter Easter 
Bunny!Bunny!Bunny!Bunny!    

14 
Draw a Draw a Draw a Draw a 
picture picture picture picture to to to to 
bring to your bring to your bring to your bring to your 
gymnastics gymnastics gymnastics gymnastics 
teacher teacher teacher teacher 
wwwwhen we get hen we get hen we get hen we get 
back to the back to the back to the back to the 
gym!gym!gym!gym!    

15 
Do a leapDo a leapDo a leapDo a leap    
over a over a over a over a 
puddle puddle puddle puddle 
outside! outside! outside! outside!     
 
    

16 
Do a Do a Do a Do a 
tabletop tabletop tabletop tabletop 
today and today and today and today and 
see if you see if you see if you see if you 
can balance can balance can balance can balance 
something something something something 
on your on your on your on your 
tummy tummy tummy tummy 
while doing while doing while doing while doing 
it!it!it!it!    

17 
Do a Do a Do a Do a 
candlestick candlestick candlestick candlestick 
jump up! jump up! jump up! jump up! 
See how See how See how See how 
high in the high in the high in the high in the 
air you can air you can air you can air you can 
jump!jump!jump!jump!    

18 
Try to Try to Try to Try to 
balance on balance on balance on balance on 
one footone footone footone foot    
without without without without 
fallingfallingfallingfalling! ! ! !     
 
    

     Sunday           Monday  Tuesday Wednesday     Thursday         Friday           Saturday 


